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SmartPlant 3D Features – Updated 4-Feb-2014 (PLEASE SEE
VIDEO) . PLUS: SmartPlant 3D 11 R1 – New Features and

enhancements Added support for Microsoft Office 2010 . Added
Ability to draw BIFs – Batch Insertion Features . Added ability to
convert . Added ability to filter . Added ability to embed views in

BIFs . Added ability to batch insert views into BIFs . Added ability to
batch insert views into BIFs Improved User Interface. Updated To

Intergraph 3D Viewer 12.4 . Updated To Intergraph 3D Plant
Designer 9.0 . Updated To Intergraph 3D Batch Insertion Tool 5.3 .

Upgrade provides the most advanced plant design software offered in
two decades . 09-Jan-2014 Intergraph® SmartPlant® 3D . PLUS:
SmartPlant 3D 2011 R1 – New Features and enhancements Added

ability to graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to

graphically create cross sections for BIFs Added ability to graphically
create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to graphically create
cross sections for BIFs Added ability to graphically create cross

sections for BIFs Added ability to graphically create cross sections
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for BIFs . Added ability to graphically create cross sections for BIFs
Added ability to graphically create cross sections for BIFs Added

ability to graphically create cross sections for BIFs Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to
graphically create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to

graphically create cross sections for BIFs Added ability to graphically
create cross sections for BIFs . Added ability to graphically create

cross sections for B
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11-Aug-2011 Intergraph® has released upgrades for its market-
leading, next-generation plant, offshore and material handling design
solutions, SmartPlant® 3D . 10-Oct-2019 The future of Maritime
Operations Management & Optimization (MOMO) is already at sea
and Intergraph is delivering an onboard system solution to create
optimized and efficient . 05-Sep-2019 16 years later and now there is
a new generation of MOMO, A full suite of solutions for MOMO
automation including Mobile Workstation SmartPlant 3D 2011 R1 .
21-Jul-2019 SmartPlant is the first in a series of industry-leading 3D
mobile plant design software solutions that Intergraph is currently
developing . 19-Apr-2019 Intergraph® and its partners have released
a new version of SmartPlant for marine applications . 13-Apr-2018
Intergraph® and its partners have released a new version of
SmartPlant for the healthcare industry . 27-Sep-2018 Intergraph®
and its partners have released a new version of SmartPlant for the
offshore industry . 12-Oct-2017 Intergraph® and its partners have
released a new version of SmartPlant for the construction industry .
12-Apr-2017 Intergraph® and its partners have released a new
version of SmartPlant for the distribution and logistics industry .
30-Nov-2016 Intergraph® and its partners have released a new
version of SmartPlant for the mining industry . 20-Nov-2016
Intergraph® and its partners have released a new version of
SmartPlant for the municipal & transportation industry .
07-Nov-2016 Intergraph® and its partners have released a new
version of SmartPlant for the water industry . 19-Oct-2016
Intergraph® and its partners have released a new version of
SmartPlant for the utility industry . 23-Sep-2016 Intergraph® and its
partners have released a new version of SmartPlant for the steel
industry . 23-Sep-2016 Intergraph® and its partners have released a
new version of SmartPlant for the oil and gas industry . 13-Oct-2015
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Intergraph® and its partners have released a new version of
SmartPlant for 2d92ce491b
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